
Misc. Crl. (bait) Case No. 312/2020

08-10-2020 case record received on transfer for disposal.

seen the petition filed U/s.439 of cr.p.c. seeking bail for accused

Gopal Das who was arrested and detained in Tezpur jail Hazot in connection
with Tezpur P.S. case No. t634l2O2O (corresponding G.R. Case No. 2642120)
Uls 3aU326/30712941506 of r.p.C.

case diary, as called for, has been received and perused the same.
Also heard ld. counsel for,both the sides through video conferencing.

. Brief fact of the case is that on 8-9-20 at about 2 p.m. while the
son of the informant was coming with his e-rickshaw along with passengers, he
was suddenly stopped by the accused on the way and a dao blow was given on
the back of the head of son of the informant whereupon he sustained injuries.

on perusal of the case diary it appears that investigation has
substantially progressed and the investigating officer has recorded statement of
a good number of witnesses. The injury report has also been collected which
shows that injury sustained by the injured is a lacerated one and caused by
blunt object.

Be that as it may, but after considering the progress in the
investigation and also the nature of injury sustained by the injured I am of the
view that grant of bail to the accused at this stage, who has already remained
in custody since 9-9-20, would not adversely affect the investigation of this
case' I am further of the view that further custodial detention of the accused
would not serve any legal purpose.

Consequently, the prayer for bail stands allowed. The accused is
allowed to go on bail of Rs.10,000/- (Rupees ten thousand) only with one
surety of like amount to the satisfaction of the Ld. Elaka Magistrate on the
following conditions :

(1) That he shail extend ail necessary cooperation to the
investigating officer whenever so asked for.

(2) That he shall not intimidate any of the witnesses of this case
nor shall he othenryise temper with the evidence of this case.

Let the case diary be sent back.

Misc. case stands accordingly disposed of.
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